
I.';':£?̂ \TIGN̂ L ASSOCIATION FOR 
MASS COM^-iUNICATION RESEARCH 

Lausanne, the 25£i'iof October 1966 

5th letter of the President 

Dear friends and colleagues 

Our 5th general assembly took place in Herceg-i'̂ ovi the 5th and Óth of 
last September. It was a great success from every point of view. Over 
k73 attendants reprensenting 17 Countries of Europe, Asia and .̂ jneiica, 
'followed its work. The interest indeed of the scientific communications 
which were presented there was not inferior to the charm and agreableness 
of the parties and rambles which our yu goslav friends did organize for 
us. Before integral report of it is published in our next newspaper, I 
would like to give you a short account of these few days. A meeting of 
the committee, mainly consacrated to the ultimate preparation of the 
assembly, took place on Tuesday, Seotember 6th. The programme for the next 
t::0 years was as well discussed : you will find it at the end of this 
letter. At the end of the afternoon, participating people were led by 
boat to a small island where they were invited to a delicious yu goslav 
meal. In a naturally warm atmosphere, the party went on very last in the 
n ight under stars' light. 

v^ednesdav, September 7th 

The 5th general assembly of I.A.M.C.R. was solemmly opened in presence of 
the autorities of Herceg-Novi who wanted to welcome their guests in the 
^gardens of the Nuclear Centre. The glass of friendness was distributed 
"by charming hostesses in costume of Montenegro and there were flowe::s for 
everyone. 

At 9 o'clock, the working session began with an address of Mr. Petar 
StijeDcic, President of the City of Herceg-Novi, then Mr. Jovan i'larinovic 
transmitted greetings from the National Yugoslav Commission for Jnesco. 

Mr. Jacques 3ourquin. President of I.A.M.C.R., opened then the first 
working session, consacrated to 

Mass media and National Development 

Dr. 3. lialstzke (Berlin) introduced the subject in endeavouring to define 
the ia3a of development, the meaning of the word "national" and the most 
important functions which mass media has to fullfill. He notices that, if 
nationalism is a danger ÊDr new countries, national mind is justifiable 
because toleiating and rational. 
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Then, Mr. Osolnik (Belgrad) describes mass media as integral part of / 
seitmanagement and direct democracy in Yugoslavia, /.e -emarks especial
ly that the danger of bureaucratisation doesn't exist in Y-u goslavia 
because the State's organs have no prerogative at all. The journalists' 
monopoly which is dangerous as well, is avoided by c'-i-a public participa
tion to the general management of many enterprises. Beside the liberty 
of information, the right to public opinion and the public character of 
social affairs have place in Yugoslav Constitution. 

Then rrofessor A.S. Edelstein (Seattle) presents a model of development 
communication. Starting from the number of transmitted inquiries - either 
small or imnortant -and coming to the number as well either small or 
important of wanted inquiries, he defines four types of societies : 

a) developed modern society ( output + / input + ) 
b) developed transitional society ( output - / input + ) 
c) undeveloped transitional society ( output + / input - ) 
d) undeveloped traditional society ( output - / input - ) 

^ Prof. John B. Adams (Chapol Kill, North Caroline) says chat, after 1 9 6 2 ^ 
O interest in Mass Media and National Development seems to have declined ^ ^ 

considerably. Causes are failure in dissemination of the r-.esults of re
search, difficulty for these results to find their way into general lite
rature, emphasis on interpersonal communication in the chang«_process. 
Still some examples of mec3ia persuasion do exist : commercial adverti
sing, health official reports. The major problems lie ic. a combination 
of international politics, nationalism an«̂  professional pride. It would 
be good that an automated information retrieval system would be developed, 
perhaps Unesco, which would make available the results of the efforts of 
the thousands of communication researchers whose v7ork is presently 
fragmented, buried in inaccessible places, untranslated or simply lost. 

President J. 3ourquin thanks the orators and opens th'̂  discussion in which , 
I'.r. Kaf el (Varsovie), Mr. Hebarre (Paris), i/ir. Lberharci.: (B-srlin) and 
>ir. Zassouski (Moscou) are particularly concerned. 

hr. G. Maletzke conducted this fir. t working session in defining intercultu-
val and international communication, in fixing limits to its forms and 
extent and in noticing any important psychological and social views of ÉÉ 

( 
e 
mass media. 

"̂ he encouragement to Common Ilgsearch in Mass Media 

Considering personal experiments, dr. £. B. Simpson (Cardiff) points out 
the difficulty for scientists to obtain all the inquiries they need. 

I/r. Hebert Schiller (Illinois) is afraid of the danger -./hich is menacing 
national civilisations after the ev/er more considerable extension of 
modern communication means, particularly television, ca:. ovrnership of 
which is going to be concentrated in a few special points of the industria
lized world. 

Professor WoLf'̂ anp Rödel (Leipzig) insists upon necessary cooperation 
between print broadcasting and television, all of them, instead of making 
furious competition, should join their efforts to transfoim the nations 
from historical objects into real subjects fully conscious of the part 
they have to play. 
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.Tnis first working day ended most agreably in the gardens of the Nuclear 
Z-^.-.'csv of Herccg-Novi, with a party given by the Jovernmeni: of ".he Socialist 
-<.eoublic of Montenegro, in which some sixty members of the Coi;igress were 
concerned, especially Mr. Andricht, Nobel Prize of literature, 

T".-iursday, September 8th 

Ó99ification of the statutes of I.A>M.Ct-̂ t 

The members of the association had received from the executive "ureau by 
letter of the 31st of March 196S a project of amendment to the actually 
ruiraing statutes J the articles 5, 6 and 7 are unanimously accepted in 
t>.:.i:.: new expression. In the article 6, third alinea, the assembly moreover 
decides to subjoin one other member to the executive Bureau, Ici order to 
accelerate and simplify the proceeding, the President declares that, 
except formal opposition of one member, votations will take place by hands 
VK and count by head, the discounts forseen-in art. 5 int9'.:fering only 
when the Assembly is divided. 

^^.le President notices that the last day's discussions often alluded to 
countries of the Third World, no one of which is now represented in the 
I.\.M.C..1.. Thanks to the modifications brought this day to the statutes, 
this lack will disappear henceforth. He is happy to welcoiae Li:. i\ao (India), 
observator of Unesco who was so kind as to accept to participate to our 
studies. 

Ic. ?.ao, interfering as delegate from the Third World and as observator 
of unesco, remarks that developing countries are now unable to undertake 
theorical research. Moreover, budget of Jnesco has been considerably 
reduced of the next two years, VJhat prevents it to finance such research. 
Unesco however takes big interest in the activities of I. ."..M.C.K., but 
V70uld be glad that they would be engaged in the creation of institutes of 
formation with the aim of multiplying the leaders whom new countries need 
'Tgently. 

..„ port of the Section of Terminology and Methodology 

^ : . his report, Mr. Kaf el (Varsovie) notices that the section whose leader 
^rn is, had sent books of questions to research institutes in 15 different 
countries. Some forty of them did answer and it could bs proved that print 
broadcasting and television have generally very different ideas of some 
•̂ ::finitions. KG gives an example in the v7ord "daily" which means in any 
countries a weekly publication of 7 numbers and in other only 4 or 5. 
iccording to one or another system, U.A.S.S. for exampli, counts 500 or 
7' 300 daily newspapers in international statistics. First thing would bs 
to get a bigger precision in terminology. 

?opart from the legal section 

I'lx, Löffler (Stuttgart) sums up the work done by his secciovi at Paris, on 
i'-ay 15 and 27, 1956, which related to the self-control of che press; these 
reports will be published in the near future in a booklet which he is 
'rreoaring. In the course of the last two years, the legal section d',ivoted 
itself to gathering documentation on the legal texts m force in Europe, 
'̂ ia and \frica. The next conference of the section will be dedicated to 
the code of honour of journalism. 

file:///frica
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.̂i::. Beneyto (Mac'rLd) explains the Spanish law on the pr2ss of I'-Iarch 13, y 
lr'66. In his opinion, the most important innovation resides in article 
10 which gives'the press the right to receive official information. The 
financial situation of the nswspaper must be published once a year and the 
'.'.ame of the director of the paper, as well as the responsible editor must 
aopear on each copy. It may be asserted that the Spanish lav; of ^̂ larch 18, 
lî oc is not only a transitory law, although the circumstanc-ss of the coun
try's development compel it to take this aspect. It tsuds to codify the 
experiences of a quarter of a century on changing social facts; its aim 
is'to inspire confidence in the legal order and it aff-jcuively reduces 
the extent of discretionary power, under which the competent press autho
rities had to move up to that time . 

...a port from the psychosoci^ologjical section 

'.a:. £delstein (Seattle) introduces the reporter, i:'Ir. Clarke. The latter 
centers his report on the selectivity of opinions and points out that the 
public does not always follow the way of the least discord, i'ersuasion 
sometimes attains contrary aims, as the more the public is subjected to 

'-•attacks against its convictions, the more it tends to fi:id reasons for ^k 
sirenghtening its previous opinions. ^ ^^ 

•••̂ port from the historical section 

Ilr. Klimes (Prague) presents its bulletin dedicated to t'ciz 1348 press and 
declares that the activities' program of his section will be continued by 
t'ae study of the events of the end of the XlXth century. 

'••Ir. Knipping (Leipzig) points out that the german press experienced a deci
sive change in 1848. It was then that workers issued their first publi
cations. In Germany especially, but also in the other European countries, 
the 1848 revolution had for first object to ensure the liberty of the press., 

Mr. Heidorn (Rostock) dedicates a brief report to the suppression of 
censorship in the Great Duchy of Mecklemburg. 

-"••eport from the section of professional training 

}Mr. Fattorello (Rome) points out the great diversity of faculties, schools^ 
and courses of lectures which can be observed in the different parties of 
world, as well as the variety of opinions and orientations taken in front 
of that problem. He announces the preparation of a conference gathering 
several professors in charge of the professional training of the techni
cians of information. 

inuring the general discussion which follows, Mr. Löffler asks whether the 
::ight of criticism of the press has been foreseen in the new Spanish law, 
as only the right of information is presently ensured. '/Ir. Beneyto 
ansv/ers that the right of criticism is foreseen in a generaly v;ay under 
articles 2 and 5 of the law of March 18, 1936, and that a decree will 
develop this point later on. It is to be noted that since April 1936, 
"La Vanguardia", and "L'A3C" have published severe criticism of the go
vernment policy. 
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Kr. Löffler then asks whether the Church has not replaced the State in 
its role of censor. Mr. 3eneyto answers him that the enterprises of the 
Spanish press often belong to old families, as well as to parties and 
syndicates, and also to the Church, Five Spanish daily newspapers are in 
the hands of the Church and may therefore be subjected to a certain 
religious censorship.-, '\t 4 p.m. the attendants to the Congress leave 
the room of deliberations to take place in a pleasant boat which leads 
them alon<5 a sunny and wild coast to the mouth of iCotor. .t the end of 
an enrhantig trin of two hours, the old medieval city of /.otor is 
reached; thi members of the I,\.M.C.:<. are received by the president of 
the commune, - which speaks a perfect French - and visit the church and 
the museum of the town. \ party puts an end to the sho-t stay in Kotor 
and the journey back is very charming under the star-light, 

Friday, September 9, 1956 

..eport from the President of the I. \.M.C.il. 

After Paris, Milan, Vevey and Vienna, we have the honour to hold our 
fifth ordinary general meeting at Herceg-Novi. Since our last plenary 
meeting, we have endeavoured to set up and to realize a program which 
takes into consideration the decisions arrived at in Visuna and the 
limited means at our disposal. The transmission of documentation and 
powers took place in \utumn 1954. At the same time, the General Confe
rence of the'UNESCO enabled several of your Committee's members to 
meet again and interfere in the discussions which took place within 
the powerful organization which founded our association. At the 
occasion of the Paris encounters, the executive committee set up an 
activities' program which has been entirely completed. Let me indicate 
the main points : 

- Comparative study of the statutes of the broadcasting an^ television 
companies has been made, according to the contract sisned with the 
UNESCO. 

- the index of the research institutes and that of the current studies 
and thesis with regard to information has,just bean completed in their 
first version. This heavy work, subsidized by the UM2SCG, has been 
achieved with great patience and ability by Mr. Jean-Franjois Bruttin. 
A copy will be given to the attendants assembly and to trie members 
who have paid their fee. 

- the study of the reciprocal action of the broadcasting, the television 
and the press has been pursued thanks to the efforts of several re
search men, whom we assist, and also to those of a particulary dynamic 
member; The International Federation of Newspapers' Publishers, who 
have published very interesting information in the reports on their 
two last general meeting. 

- we are connected with the Ceneral Secretary of the C'.jj, the director 
of the division of man's rights, and the Economic and Social Council 
in order to study what further development ought to be given to the 
Geneva Conference on the freedom of information, which took place 
in 1943. Negotiations are . developing positively and we shall not 
fail to keep you informed. 

file:///utumn
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rveoort from t h e Genera l S e c r e t a r y 

CCr . Xlimes reads his report which relates the activity of the I.A.M.C.v, 
du::ing the last two years. 

As can be ascertained with satisfaction, all the items foreseen in the 
program, in 1965, have been or are being carried out. 

0 

•̂ r)proval of the Accounts 

"n-te treasurer, ivr. Kaf el, reads the report of the auditors who examined 
c.\a accounts for the years 1965 and 1963 ( up to July 22, i;53 ). The 
a'Jiditors, Messrs. P. Favre and H. .xebstein (Lausanne) are worrying about 
the number of subscriotions due and their influence on the resources of 
the association, whose credit balance with the Swiss oank Corporation, 
Lausanne office, amounts to Sw. Frs. 12*513.55. as of July 22, 1966. 

Eiscnarge is thereupon given to the Executive Committee and to the 
ixecutivesof their mandate for the past year of office. 

election of the permanent Estecutives and of the Executive Com.nittee. 

( articles 6 and 7 of the statutes ) 

The following members are elected for the current year of office : 

?:.':'AcTEMT 3U"£AJ / Statutes art. 5 

Presidenc d'honneur 
Imraed . Past President: 
President: 
Vice-President and . 
Trea s urer: -
Vice-President : 
Vice-President : 
Secretary General: 
Deputy Secretary 
ier-eral: 
ilerabers: 

Gazette/Publication 
of the Association: 
Diiector and Co-ordination 
of study and research: 
Section for legal matters: 
Section for psycho-sociolo-
2? cal matters: 

Section for historical 
njatters : 
G2ction for terminology 
and methodology: 
Gection economy matters: 
Section for study of marke-
ti'-ig and advertising: 
Section for professional 
t:;aining: 
Section for technology: 

Fr.TE.lROJ 
R.NIACIX' 
J . SGU'IQÜIN 

M. KAFEL 
F . FATTCr^LLO 
:-.. XONDO 
V. KLIfCS 

E . B. SLnPSON 
C. 3ELLAi\̂ GE/v 
J . MAHIIN'GVIC 

•n. i'̂ oOY 

F , TEJ.U\UJ 
ti. LOFFLE.I 

w. SC:-::A^UH 

A.S . EDELSTEIi^ 

V. KLIi^ES 

M. KAFEL 
n. STUMS 
L. 30GART 

F . FATIO'AELLO 
MINASSIAN 

France 
U .S .A. 
S u i s s e 

Pologne 
I t a l i ë 
Japo. i 
Tch^ cos lovaqu i e 

England 
F r a i c e 
You.-^oslavie 

P a y s - - a s ' 

F r ance 
ivép. f e d , d 'A l l emagne 

U.S .A. 
U.S .A. 

Tchecoslovaquie 

Pologne 
3elgique 

U.S.A. 

Italic 
Fra".ice 
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p t h e r Committee members / S t a t u t e s a r t . 7 

D; da Gregorio I t a l i ë D. Jobim E r é s i l 
AL.3. Kurshid Pakis tan . J . Tardieu F-;aiice 
C.:-:. : . i ege l U.S.A. Rav. J.W. Mole Canada 
J . Fernandez Equator P .F . Lazarsfeld U.S.A. " 
J . Zensyto Espagne H. Budzislawski ...iy. fed. A l l . 
J . L . 'i-Iebarre France ;i. Osolnik Yo-:r<oslavie 

• o " 
."l. Clausse Belgique P, iloy Inde 
S. ''.laletzke Hep. fed. All. I, Tetelowska Fologne 
J. Ad ams U. S. Â . H. Vehmas Fin 1 and e 
'-ii'ifin Bay Indonesië J. Zassoursky J....3.3, 
Ibrahim Iman Rsp. Arabe Unie 

In this list appear the names of some personnalities who have not yet 
fo::mally accepted. Mr. Klimes proposes - and the assembly unanimously 
adopts his proposal - that their appointment to the Committee should 
become effective only after they have communicated their agreement to the 
President. 

% lace of the next general meeting 
Vcc'. Si mo son (Cardiff) mentions an invitation from the Oxford University 
for 1938. Tne meeting accepts with gratitude that invitation, provided 
however that the necessary visas may be delivered in due time to the re
presentatives of the Eastern Democracies. Mr. Budislawski (Berlin), parti
cularly, will be kept informed as to the development of the steps taken to 
that effect. 

Invitations for Moscow (1970)̂  ,- where the International Congress of Histo
rical Sciences v;ill be held, - Santander (1972), and Helsinki (1974) have 
also been formulated. 

In conclusion, the general meeting delegates its powers to the permanent 
Executives, for them to set the place and date of the next general meetings. 

Section's gatherings are foreseen, particularly that of the sociological 
section at Ljubliana (Yougoslavy), of the historical section at Moscow and 
kf the section of terminology at Prague. 

Program of activities for 1957/1968 

1. r^oth indexes, that of the research men and that of the studies and thesis 
will be completed and set up to date. 

2. Study of the legal and financial regulations of several societies of 
television. 

3. Study, by the legal section, of the code of honour of journalists. 

4. Study, by the historical section, of events since 1870 in relation to 
the history of the press. 

5. TciQ technological section will dea^, particularly,with technical news 
of newspaper's printing. 

6. In spite of the difficulties encountered, the bulletin vr.ll still be pu
blished. The next copy will be dedicated to the meeting of '.-lerceg-Wovi 
and the following ones will contain an eventual "Journalism Digest" of 
articles published in little known languages. 

T, 'Z co-operation will be studie<i between the University of Prague and the 
I.A.M.C.?».. for the eventual publication, by means of subscriptions, of a 
reference book of world daily papers. 



3. ci^ssrs. Maletzke and Obranovic are particularly entrusted with the taslc 
of establishing contacts and trying to get further membership from the i 
scholars and learned people of Africa and South .America. 

/»ny remarks or suggestions which you may care to make with rsgâ rd to the 
program of activities of our association will be welcome, ^ou are requested 
to forward them to the Secretary's office until the end of thz year. 

I'j.sc '"Alaneous 

''.'a.. "rourquin communicates the contents of a letter from «."ir. L20 3ogart 
T~-3w-'."ork), who proposes an eventual merger with the World Association for 
Fublic Cpinion Ivcsaarch . After discussion, the meeting decidr^s to invite 
profsssor •3ogart to put up a closi co-operation - eventually ?. m2r3er -
betwee-.'! his market study and advertising section and the w.-i?»̂.., Tha co-opa-
ratio-. - merger - of our historical section with the Internatio-aal Council 
of rlistorical Sciences is being mentioned in this respect. 

i:rr. 'riebg.rre (Paris) suggests the study of ah international legislation of 
the or.'̂ ss regulations in the different countries. He invites the members 

_̂ of the I. A.t̂ ..C..\., when new decrees come into force in their respective 
Vcountry, to forward them to Mr. Loffler, President of the Legal Section. ^ 
(ivönigstrasse 1 A, Stuttgart, Pv.F.A.). 

•••'"r. Hsarek (Cracovie) informs the meeting of the publication, during 1368, 
ot a dictionary of terminology, printed in the six following languages: 
English, I'-Lussian, Spanish, Italian, 'ïerman and French. 

To.z Press in the year 2000 

To close the meeting, inr. Minassian (Paris) reads a report describing with 
r-ialism the future processes of newspapers' printing. He illustrates his 
statement with various stereotypes from linotypes, setting machines and 
reprodjctions of american newspapers set up according to the most modern 
printliig methods. 

In the course of our meeting, several booklets and pamphlets have been 
distributed to the attendants, namely : 

- Press , radio, television in Yugoslavy., published by the Yugoslav 
Institute of Journalism. __ 

- Publizistikwissenschaftlicher Referate-Dienst, Institut fur Publizistik^ 
Freie Universitat, Berlin. 

- Jouiv.alismus und Gesellschaft, H. 3udzislawski zum 65. 3eburtstag. 
- Bulletin of the Pennsylvania University. 
- Perspectives in îlass Communication, by Alex S. Edelstein. 
- 2 further publications, written in yugoslav, from the Yugoslav Institute 
of Journalism, of Belgrad. 

•ie thank all those who have paid their subscription for 1955 and request 
the mem.bers who may have forgetten to do so, to pay in without delay. Tne 
executives have dacided that next year our publications will be sent only 
to thos-;} members who will have paid their annual fee. 

3elieve me, dear colleagues and friends, 

Yours very truly, 

Iî TEXN'̂ JIONAL ASSOCIATION FO.x 
MASS COKMuHICATIO>: JlE.SE.\aCH 

The President : 


